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Ding Dong
The kilogram is losing weight (more properly mass)
apparently! Since it was made in the 1880s, to be the
archetypal unit of mass, the international prototype is
thought to have lost 50 micrograms (how can they tell?)
This is despite the fact
that it is kept in a
vault,’ in vacuo’,
under double glass
domes (lower right)
and only occasionally
taken out for a quick
clean with Brasso
Independent 24/01/2011
(pure distilled water
surely!).
The kilogram is of course one of the seven fundamental units of
the SI system and is the only one still represented by a degradable
lump of metal rather than a totally reproducible scientific
phenomenon.
Efforts are in hand to produce a kilogram that is not ‘stuff based’
but the solution is proving tricky. Oddly enough the Chinese
addressed a similar problem during the Han dynasty when they wanted to ensure that the standards
of weight and measure were consistent throughout their vast empire. They came up with a suitably
oriental solution by basing the units of weight and measure
on a bronze bell (above left) producing a certain musical
note. If all bells were made of the same alloy and produced
the identical note it was reasoned that each one would have
the same mass as all the others and also have an identical
internal volume.
Thus, consistent standards of both weight and volume could
be produced from the same phenomenon. The modern
approach to dematerialising the kilo involves electromagnetic
force balances, mole measurement (honest) etc, which will

no doubt, ultimately, be more accurate but less pleasing than the sound of a bell

That’s how we rolled
In edition 12 we mentioned the
somewhat
dubious
working
conditions encountered by British
Inspectors
when
testing
weighbridges in the ‘good old
days’. Here we see a test being
carried out in the 1970s, using the
then ubiquitous (but potentially
lethal), half ton roller weight. Not
a hard hat in sight! If lucky the
staff would have been wearing
safety shoes which were of little
protection against a weight
toppling over as often happened.
The job is now, of course, very different. There is no more rolling and all activities are risk assessed
to death. One can no longer wear thick socks unless a ‘working at height’ permit has been obtained.

Look Alike

The Royal Copenhagen Porcelain Company produce a number of ‘folksy’ figures based on
traditional Danish dress. The fish seller on the left is one such model and shows a lady with a
basket of fish and a traditional steelyard. The lady on the right is a modern ‘real life’ counterpart
plying her trade in Copenhagen. Admittedly, for comfort and hygiene purposes, she is working in
a covered stall, rather than sitting in the open air like her ceramic friend but she is wearing the age
old fishseller’s outfit and weighing with a double steelyard, identical to that in the model (she even
has the traditional bucket, for which I trust suitable allowance is being made).

Czeching out the scales
Back in August 1988 I was sitting on a bench on Prague railway station, eating an orange that I had
brought with me from Heathrow that morning. I noticed that I was getting a few curious looks from

passers by but only later realised that foreign citrus fruit was not readily available in
Czechoslovakia, as it was, at that time. The home grown peach was in fact the most exotic thing on
the market and it would have probably have caused something of a stir had the said orange been
discovered as I entered the country. Whist sitting in the Hapsburg splendour of the terminus I
noticed some rather nice person weighers which I proceeded to photograph. I later discovered that
photographing in railway stations was considered a tad espionagy by those in charge and there was
every prospect that I could have been grabbed by the Státnĭs (which would have made my eyes
water).
By the time I left the country, via the Danube at Bratislava I had acquired one or two items that
could have just been classed as antiquities (a few tatty old weights actually) whose export was
forbidden at that time. I took the precaution of putting them in a bag with my dirty socks which
avoided close examination by the gun toting border guards (it was a very hot day in Bratislava). The
scales on the railway station,
recorded at such great personal
risk, are shown (right). John
Knights

East of the Wall
Talking about life in Eastern
Europe reminds me of the
picture (below) showing a shop
in East Berlin during the DDR
period. The picture shows a
jolly lady posing behind a
counter which also features a
rather nice, if somewhat hefty,
self indicating counter machine.
The scale looks a bit
‘Berkelesque’ but is more likely
to be of East European or
Soviet manufacture. It clearly
has a pendulum resistant, rather
than
a
spring and
a
weight
depositing
handle on
the
left
hand side.
The main
problem
with
the
East
German
retail
experience
appears to
be
the
almost

complete lack of any actual
merchandise
within
the
establishment. Under the
wonders of capitalism the
previously sad shops of the
Friedrichstraße, with their
Spreewald
Pickles
and
Mocca Fix are now replaced
by
vast
temples
of
conspicuous
consumption
full of Gucci, Louis Vuitton
et al. Ironically these
products are as out of reach
to the average Berliner as
were the staples of life under
Socialism.

Vivent les mêmes choses!
There were, probably, not many laughs in the Great War of 1914 -1918, especially for the French.
The postcard (above left) is, however, an example of humour from that time. The soldier is
surprised to find that he has put on 30kg since he weighed himself the previous week. Doubtless the
bulky backpack and rifle may have something to do with the increase. Ironically the soldier, with all
the ‘links and locks of his war gear’ (to pretentiously and pointlessly quote Seamus Heaney),
weighs about the same as me in my bathroom (now there’s an image you don’t want in your head!).
We have seen many UK postcards on the theme of excess body weight, often featuring the
archetypal fat lady, drawn by the great Donald McGill. Above right, however, we see a rather more
thoughtful McGill card from the WW1 period which carries
the same darker joke as the French version only with a British
soldier standing on the scale. It is noticeable that the British
pack weighs a mere 28lb (12¾ kg) compared to the 66lb
(30kg) of the hapless French soldier.

METRO-LOGY
The METRO is a free sheet available at London railway stations for travellers to hide behind lest
they have to interact with somebody else. As a country bumpkin it is a paper I rarely see, but I did
scrape a copy from the floor of a Piccadilly Line train one day and found an interesting piece inside

about animals being weighed and measured at London Zoo. Above, right, is a large Galapagos
tortoise that has been dragged onto a weighing platform. Despite its bulk I should imagine it is one
of the easier creatures to weigh as it won’t jump off like more agile animals (I recently tried to
weigh my cat which proved almost impossible and quite painful). My favourite picture has to be
that of a, presumably indignant, Pueblan Milk Snake (above left) who has been somewhat
unceremoniously shoved up a transparent plastic pipe to be measured. The young lady is clearly
fully aware of the inherent weirdness of the situation.

E960701 and I
I started to work for Henry Pooley and Son Ltd (Railway Department) in 1962 and first came across
tool van 701 that same year. Mechanic Harry Burroughs (his own van was probably in the shop for
an overhaul) was working at St Margaret’s Station on the Hertford East Branch. The van was placed
on the stops of the bay platform used by the Buntingford branch trains. Harry was overhauling all
the weighing machines off the Buntingford line. As the train service at times was rush hour only
which prevented midday access, all the machines had to be brought in one at a time on the goods
trains and taken back the same way when completed. I was the 15 year old muscle needed to help
hump the scales around.
Van 701 was allocated to Joe Taylor, the archetypal dour Yorkshireman. The third van built
especially by the Great Eastern Railway for use by Pooley mechanics, 701 differed from the other
two by having a shorter wheelbase. It was still air braked and XP rated so it could be connected to a
passenger train if it was needed somewhere in a hurry. Later on when air braked trains became rare
the van tended to moved as part of a local freight train or by a ‘special working’.
Joe worked the Great Eastern main lines, out of Stratford and the associated branch lines. The van
could go anywhere, where there was a suitable parking spot, and in the days before the Beeching
destruction of the network the system was still very extensive.
My diaries tell me where Joe and I worked using van 701. The list includes Lowestoft (the last time
I saw Joe and the van together as he retired shortly afterwards) which was not normally part of his
area, Battesbridge, Kelvedon, Southend-on-Sea (Victoria), Colchester (St Botolphs) and Billericay.
At Battlesbridge, the day began when we unlocked the doors, opened the shuttered windows on the
ends of the van and (most important) lit the stove so water could be heated for hand washing and
tea. The water can then had to be topped up at the nearest drinking water tap. On that day, the forge
also had to be lit as knife edges and bearings had to be softened, worked on and then re-hardened.
The van had no electric power so the forge was blown by a rotary air pump to make the coke hot
enough to heat the metal parts. With two fires on the go on a hot summer’s day all the windows and
doors had to be kept open to maintain a bearable temperature. When the weighing machine parts
were worked they were left to cool and it was time for tea. The weighing machine we were working
on was in a goods shed, a little way from the cattle dock where we were parked. When cool, the
parts were carried down to the shed so the machine could be reassembled. Test weights were kept in
weight wells resting on the van’s underframe, below floor level. These then had to be hauled out
and stacked around the van floor. When the daily goods train arrived the van was moved into the
shed and the weights were unloaded, ready to calibrate the scale the next day. The van was then
returned to the cattle dock where the fires were extinguished and the van closed up for the night.
During the winter, when daylight ran out, the interior was lit by oil and Tilley lamps so the
mechanics could work in the well appointed workshop. There was a hand operated grinding wheel,
vice and drill on one of the benches. There was also an anvil and various heavy tools, barrows,
jacks, crowbars and a lot of wood packing all of which were needed for the type of repair and
adjustment that weighing equipment required at that time.
When weighbridges were being worked on, another wagon, specially reinforced to carry roller
weights, was attached to the van. These weights were loaded and unloaded by means of a crane or
where necessary by means of a ramp. The latter option was both hard work and quite dangerous.

I left Pooley’s in 1969 and lost
touch with 701 until a visit to
Chappel Station in 1971. The other
two vans were lost. One in a fire that
destroyed the Bishopsgate Goods
Depot and the other was probably
scrapped in the mid 1960s.
The East Anglian Railway Museum
at Chappel (EARM) now owns
E960701 and I’m pleased to say they
intend to restore it as a working
Pooley van. It is particularly
appropriate that the van should end
up at Chappel, given that it was the
van that would have visited the station when Pooley van E960701, now owned by the East
weighing machine servicing was required. Anglian Railway Museum at Chappell in
Gordon Maslin
Essex where it is in the process of being
Note. I remember a Pooley Rail Van restored (picture courtesy of EARM)
attending a weighbridge verification at
Horncastle Railway station back in the 1960s. The van was equipped as described by Gordon
and had particularly excellent tea
making facilities. Editor
Left, a nice Pooley dormant
platform, recorded on Norwich
Railway station. Hefty and ornate it
was typical of the type of scale
Pooleys supplied for railway use
and would have been the type of
scale serviced using van E960701.
We thank David Apps
for this picture.

True Grit!
Back in edition 12 we made passing
reference
to
the
differing
nomenclatures applied to everyday
objects in various parts of the
world. We particularly referred to the Antipodean use of the term ‘Durex’. Bob Myers has since
been in touch on the subject (no surprise there then!). He recalls
that post WW2 ‘Durex’, was used in the UK as a trade name (and
by ‘hooverite’ extension a general term) for what were more
properly termed ‘coated abrasives’. These were used in the
manufacture of sandpapers etc (ouch!). Bob recalls when working
for the 3Ms company, who manufactured such products, he would
occasionally encounter an elderly piece of Durex abrasive stuck
on a wall with a suitably ribald commentary attached by some
workplace wag. Bob apologises for the lack of any scale content
in this piece but thought it might be of interest.
Just to ensure we finish on a scaley note, right, we have bench dial
machine seen by Julie Davey at Bolton station, just before Christmas.
Some festive soul has seen fit to give it a seasonal makeover and deck
it with appropriate baubles etc. (there will be more from Julie’s
meanderings in the northwest of England in the next edition)

